GCE Health

Depression

I recently joined Shaklee to help my 7 year old get off medication he was taking for his Depression, Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) and Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD). I wanted to start him on a good program of supplements. Shaklee has helped tremendously! We still have our days, but he's doing much better. We're working with the psychiatrist to taper off his medication.

I listened to tapes on the effects of chemicals on children. I'm talking about things you use everyday. For example, when an open cleaning product container is in the same room with a 'normal' child, the child can show false symptoms or exaggerated symptoms of dyslexia (they write a lot of letters backwards and have difficulty reading). ADHD, ODD, allergies, sleepiness, etc. When the chemical was taken out of the picture, the child was able to function "normally" again.

Our little ones are bombarded by these chemicals on a daily basis. In schools they use VERY harsh chemicals. In your homes, laundry soap stays in the fabric and can cause reactions. Cleaning chemicals under the sink release fumes. There are chemicals on and in our foods; the list goes on and on. I wanted to remove as much bad stuff as possible from my son's environment. We went completely Shaklee for home care (GET Clean™) laundry and noticed a BIG difference! After we cleaned out the chemicals and started to clean and launder in Shaklee, a rash on his face disappeared, all of our sinus infections cleared up, my husband now comments on the smell of homemade bread, and, best of all, my son has calmed down a great deal. After getting rid of the chemicals in our home, my son became uncontrollable after walking past the grocery store cleaning aisle one day.

- Katrina Larsen

The above is NOT a prescription, and should not be treated as such. This is simply a testimony of an individual who had a positive experience with the product(s) listed. These are personal testimonies and are not endorsed by Shaklee Corporation.